reverbolo

The Skitter
The Skitter is both a reverb and a tremolo. With some fancy pants switching
you can apply the tremolo in any combination to the dry and reverb signals,
giving you incredibly flexible modulation options.

Controls:
Dry controls:
Love - direct signal volume.
Trem - this turns the tremolo
function on/ off for the direct
signal. Up is on, down is off.
Reverb controls:
Love - reverb volume
Trem - this turns the tremolo effect
on/ off for your reverb signal. Up is
on, down is off.
Light - this is a three way low pass
filter switch for your reverb. It
allows you to roll some of the
treble off for darker reverb sounds.
The red knobs control the LFO:
Space - This knob controls the depth of the modulation.
Time - This knob adjusts the speed of the LFO which will make your
modulations slow and elegantly undulating or frantic and trill-tastic!

The smaller red knob with the squiggly lines around it - This is the LFO
waveform selector, and it’s the heart of the Skitter’s versatility. The lines may
not quite match up exactly to the waveform symbols, but they’re in the right
order and they shouldn’t be too far off. From left to right, the waveforms are
ramp up, ramp down, square wave, triangle, sine, sweep, random (levels),
random (slopes). You can see the wave form change as you turn the knob if you
watch the red indicator LED. Please note that if you’ve selected one of the
random waveforms, it’ll sound like the LFO isn’t taking the tap tempo/ time
knob too seriously, that’s due to the random nature of the waveform.
Kilter - This switch lets you select whether the reverb tremolo is in sync with
the dry tremolo or whether it mirrors it. The up position modulates both
signals at the same time. Down is ‘off-kilter’. When the reverb is off-kilter, you
get a swing from dry to reverb according to the selected LFO waveform.
Basically the reverb gets loud when the dry signal gets quiet and vice versa.
* There are two trim pots inside the Skitter. Please don’t mess with them.

So, where do I start?
Start with your dry signal. Decide whether you want tremolo on or off, use the
trem switch to select, then set your volume.
Next, do the same with your reverb signal. Set the volume and tremolo. You can
use the light switch to set how bright or dark you want your reverb.
When your levels are set, it’s time to play with the LFO controls and the kilter.
We’ve given you four blank Skitters for you to jot down your settings (see
below).
Be sure to check out Skitter vids on Youtube and Instagram for even more ideas
If you’ve got any questions, don’t be shy, shoot us a message.
Current draw 85 mA
The Skitter takes a standard BOSS style +9V centre negative power supply.
All Champion Leccy pedals and devices are designed and handbuilt in
Philadelphia.

